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PAC Meeting Minutes - November 08, 2018 
October 19, 2018


PAC Members 
- Two potential additions to Primary B: Amy Godwin and Erin Hale.  Awaiting feedback 

from them on if they would like to join.  


Event Review - Movie Night 
- Future movie night should be organized by one of the Elementary classrooms due to 

it being geared more towards those ages.


- Consider a fall festival of some sort next year as an activity/event wherein a movie 
might be part of it.  We will discuss this at a PAC event / calendar review meeting 
which we will have in the spring.  


Event Review - Book Swap 
- Overall very successful.  A few of the classrooms did combined “donations” to allow 

all children to pick the same number of books.  Due to this and some 
miscommunication between the PAC and classroom directors, one of the results was 
that we advertised that children could pick as many books as they donated, but 
some children were restricted to less than that.  Future clarification in advance with 
each classroom director will resolve this.


- Overall, we felt that it was a cheap and beneficial event we should definitely repeat.


Event Review - Breakfast Sandwiches 
- Made a profit of ~ $294 and sold out of the food.  Feedback was that it went very 

well and that we should definitely do it again.  The pre-order forms seemed to work 
well and several people requested we use those again.


- Cinnamon rolls were quite large (and good!), but having a smaller size option, as 
well, would be nice.
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Event Review - Lesson Demo 
- General feedback was that we appreciated it, with the following points being 

generally agreed by all the parents at the meeting:


- “Too open”.  Children not actively doing a demonstration were quite active and all 
parents felt it was a distraction.  Suggest find a way to either keep them occupied, 
or otherwise reduce distractions during the demonstrations.  Parents felt that this 
distraction (kids excited about having new people in the classroom) kept students 
actively trying to demonstrate a lesson from being able to explain it the way they 
may have planned on it. 


- Demonstrations were often very exciting for the children, but parents did not feel 
the point of the demonstration or lesson was clear.  In other words, what lesson, 
concept or behavior is the demonstration teaching the child?  That should be 
spelled out by the Classroom Director to the parents at the beginning of the 
demo’s.


- Active feedback from Classroom Directors was limited and parents had to pull 
some information out of them.  


- A spectrum of preparation across the classrooms that did not seem uniform, 
which indicated the Classroom Directors saw the demonstration day in different 
ways.  Comments that the Upper El plan seemed quite robust and organized 
compared to some of the others.


- Suggested having the teacher maybe review what was done in the previous week 
and try to show those lessons.  This may be what was done, but if so, then there 
is a gap between what the Class Directors tried to communicate and what the 
parents in multiple classrooms walked away with.


Future Event / Calendar Review 
Original Works (Pri B) 

- The date for return was emphasized in a recent e-mail.  Nov 15th is the absolute 
return date to have them back to the front office.  Reminder was sent out to the 
parents.
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Talent Show (cancelled) 

- Cancelled due to limited signups.  Mike (PAC President) feels that next year we will 
have better luck.  He expressed that the turmoil with transitioning to the Charter, 
changing the school calendar and being delayed in initiating set up and advertising 
of the talent show reduced number of sign-ups.  Next year we some of those will be 
established and we can begin advertising and talking it up much earlier.


Food Drive (Tom Brock) 

- We will be collecting food items on Thur/Fri, 15/16 November.  Specific items are 
requested by this year’s food donation recipient - those items are listed on a flyer 
going out to the parents.


Grandparent’s Day (Pri A) 

- This will be next week on Tuesday, November 20th.  While titled “Grandparents 
Day”, any guests are welcome to attend, whether they be grandparents, aunts/
uncles, parents guardians, etc.


- The schedule is:


- 0900-0930: meet in Beard Hall


- 0930-1100: Grandparents (et. al) visit classrooms


Other Items / Suggestions 
Projects - Saddle Donation 

- Sandy asked that we hold off on additional saddle purchases at this time due to lack 
of space.


Projects - Classroom Needs Lists 

- Purchasing seems to be limited and usually by the PAC reps.


- Suggested a more robust description on some of our updates on encouraging use of 
them.
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- Suzy suggested that we have needed items on strips of paper that can be grabbed 
by parents at a school event or in the classroom.  Positive response by attendees on 
that suggestion.  Will try to have it for the Grandparent’s Day.


Communications / Proposals 
School Board Meeting 

- Annual General Meeting will be held on Nov 26th from 6:30pm to 8:00pm at Beard 
Hall.


- This meeting will have each committee review accomplishments and new board 
members assuming their new role on the board.  All parents are always welcome to 
attend board meetings.


Volunteer Policy / Background Checks 

- Emphasized the time required for the district to process our paperwork and for a 
background check to be accomplished.  Parents’ that have any inkling that they may 
help in a classroom, chaperone or drive for a field trip need to complete the 
paperwork and pay the $13.95 background check fee.


Feedback on newsletters / communication 

- Attendees said they felt that it was much better and appreciated the more frequent 
updates.


Parent Directory 

- Should be distributed on Monday, Nov 12th.


- Requested a more timely product next year.  Considering the school year started in 
July, it shouldn’t take 5 months to put together a product that should be done at the 
beginning of the year.  While the established Transparent Classroom should help, 
setting a self-imposed deadline by the school to allocate resources (or request help) 
should make it faster next year.


School Lottery 

- Described a few changes (priority for siblings currently at MSC or selected for 
attendance by the lottery system), as well as the upcoming paperwork for currently 
enrolled students.  Current students will need to return their application at least a 
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week prior to the lottery date.  Please be advised that there are NO EXCEPTIONS to 
accept late applications.  Failure to return the forms will result in having to compete 
in the open lottery drawing.  This is driven by a legal responsibility to comply with 
our charter which specifically lays out that lottery process.


Action Items 

• Ensure we have photographers for upcoming events


• Distribute parent directories


• Advertised class needs sign-ups


• Create class needs sign-ups / strips for easy selection


• Distribute Grandparent’s Day agenda/details


• Communicate Board Meeting details to parents (time/attendees)


NEXT PAC MEETING: Monday, Dec 10th at 6PM at Beard Hall.
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